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Abstract. To achieve parsimonious inference in per-pixel labeling tasks with a
limited computational budget, we propose a Pixel-wise Attentional Gating unit
(PAG) that learns to selectively process a subset of spatial locations at each layer
of a deep convolutional network. PAG is a generic, architecture-independent,
problem-agnostic mechanism that can be readily “plugged in” to an existing
model with fine-tuning. We utilize PAG in two ways: 1) learning spatially vary-
ing pooling fields that improve model performance without the extra computation
cost associated with multi-scale pooling, and 2) learning a dynamic computation
policy for each pixel to decrease total computation while maintaining accuracy.
We extensively evaluate PAG on a variety of per-pixel labeling tasks, including
semantic segmentation, boundary detection, monocular depth and surface nor-
mal estimation. We demonstrate that PAG allows competitive or state-of-the-art
performance on these tasks. Our experiments show that PAG learns dynamic spa-
tial allocation of computation over the input image which provides better perfor-
mance trade-offs compared to related approaches (e.g., truncating deep models or
dynamically skipping whole layers). Generally, we observe PAG can reduce com-
putation by 10% without noticeable loss in accuracy and performance degrades
gracefully when imposing stronger computational constraints.

Keywords: Spatial Attention, Dynamic Computation, Per-Pixel Labeling, Se-
mantic Segmentation, Monocular Depth, Surface Normal, Boundary Detection.

1 Introduction

The development of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) has allowed remarkable
progress in wide range of image pixel-labeling tasks such as boundary detection [1,2,3],
semantic segmentation [4,5,6], monocular depth estimation [5,7,8,9,10], and surface
normal estimation [11,12,13]. Architectures that enable training of increasingly deeper
networks have resulted in corresponding improvements in prediction accuracy [14,15].
However, with great depth comes great computational burden. This hinders deployment
of such deep models in applications such as mobile and robotics, which have significant
power constraints and real-time processing requirements.

To make deep models more practically applicable, a flurry of recent work has fo-
cused on reducing these storage and computational costs [16,17,18,19,20,21]. Static
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Fig. 1. Pixel-wise Attentional Gating units (PAG) achieve parsimonious inference by learning a
dynamic computation path for each pixel under limited computation budget. The “ponder cost”
maps shown in the last row provide a visualization of the amount of computation allocated to each
location (generated by accumulating binary masks from PAG units across all layers). We apply
PAG to a variety of per-pixel labeling tasks (boundary detection, semantic segmentation, monoc-
ular geometry) and evaluate over diverse image datasets (indoor/outdoor scenes, narrow/wide
field-of-view).

offline techniques like network distillation [22], pruning [17], and model compres-
sion [20] take a trained network as input and synthesize a new network that approx-
imates the same functionality with reduced memory footprint and test-time execution
cost. Our approach is inspired by a complementary family of techniques that learn to
vary the network computation depth adaptively, depending on the input data [23,24,25,26].

In this paper, we study the problem of achieving parsimonious inference for per-
pixel labeling tasks with a deep CNN model under limited computational budget. For
image classification, dynamic allocation of computational “attention” can be interpreted
as expending more computation on ambiguous images (e.g., [23,24,25]) or limiting pro-
cessing to informative image regions (e.g., [26]). However, understanding the role of
dynamic computation in pixel labeling tasks has not been explored. Pixel-level labeling
requires analyzing fine-grained image details and making predictions at every spatial
location, so it is not obvious that dynamically allocating computation to different image
regions is useful. Unlike classification, labeling locally uninformative regions would
seem to demand more computation rather than less (e.g., to incorporate long-range con-
text).

To explore these questions, we introduce a Pixel-wise Attentional Gating (PAG)
unit that selects a sparse subset of spatial locations to process based on the input feature
map. We utilize the Gumbel sampling trick [27,28,29] to allow differentiable, end-to-
end latent training of PAG units inserted across multiple computational blocks of a
given task-specific architecture. We exploit this generic PAG unit in two ways: bypass-
ing sequential (residual) processing layers and dynamically selecting between multiple
parallel network branches.
Dynamic computation depth: Inserting PAG at multiple layers of a Residual Network
enables learning a dynamic, feed-forward computation path for each pixel that is condi-
tional on the input image. We introduce a sparsity hyperparameter that provides control
over the average total and per-layer computation per-pixel. For a fixed computational
budget, we show this dynamic, per-pixel gating outperforms architectures that meet the
budget by using a smaller number of fixed layers or that learn to dynamically bypass
whole layers (Section 3.3).
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Dynamic spatial pooling: We exploit PAG to dynamically select the extent of pooling
regions at each spatial image location. Previous work has demonstrated the benefits of
averaging features from multiple pooling scales using either learned weights [6], or spa-
tially varying weights based on attention [30] or scene depth [5]. However, such multi-
scale pooling requires substantially more computation. We show the proposed PAG unit
can learn to select appropriate spatially-varying pooling, outperforming the recent work
of [5] without the computational burden of multiple parallel branches (Section 3.4).

We carry out an extensive evaluation of pixel-wise attentional gating over diverse
datasets for a variety of per-pixel labeling tasks including boundary detection, semantic
segmentation, monocular depth estimation and surface normal estimation (see Fig. 1).
We demonstrate that PAG helps deliver state-of-the-art performance on these tasks by
dynamically allocating computation. In general, we observe that the introduction of
PAG units can reduce total computation by 10% without noticeable drop in accuracy
and shows graceful degradation in performance even with substantial budget constraints
(e.g., a 30% budget cut).

To summarize our primary contribution: (1) we introduce a pixel-wise attentional
gating unit which is problem-agnostic, architecture-independent and provides a simple
method to allow user-specified control computational parsimony with standard train-
ing techniques; (2) we investigate the role of dynamic computation in pixel-labeling
tasks and demonstrate improved prediction performance while maintaining or reducing
overall compute cost.

2 Related Work on Dynamic and Spatially Varying Computation

Deep CNN models with residual or “skip” connections have yielded substantial per-
formance improvements with increased depth [15,31], but also introduced redundant
parameters and computation [16,17]. In interpreting the success of residual networks
(ResNet) [15], it has been suggested that ResNet can be seen as an ensemble of many
small networks [32], each defined by a path through the network topology. This is sup-
ported by the observation that ResNet still performs well even when some layers are re-
moved after training [33,26]. This indicates it may be possible to reduce test-time com-
putation by dynamically choosing only a subset of these paths to evaluate [23,24,25,26].

This can be achieved by learning a halting policy that stops computation after eval-
uation of a particular layer [26], or a more flexible routing policy trained through rein-
forcement learning [24,25]. Our method is most closely related to [23], which utilizes
the “Gumbel sampling trick” [27,28,29] to learn binary gating that determines whether
each layer is computed. The Gumbel sampling technique allows one to perform gra-
dient descent on models that include a discrete argmax operation without resorting to
approximation by softmax or reinforcement learning techniques.

The PerforatedCNN [34] demonstrated that convolution operations could be accel-
erated by learning static masks that skip computation at a subset of spatial positions.
This was used in [26] to achieve spatially varying dynamic depth. Our approach is sim-
pler (it uses a simple sparsity regularization to directly control amount per-pixel or per-
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layer computation rather than ponder cost) and more flexible (allowing more flexible
routing policies than early halting1).

Finally, our use of dynamic computation to choose between branches is related to
[5], which improves semantic segmentation by fusing features from multiple branches
with various pooling sizes using a spatially varying weighted average. Unlike [6,30,5]
which require computing the outputs of parallel pooling branches, our PAG-based learns
to select a pooling size for each spatial location and only computes the necessary pooled
features. This is similar in spirit to the work of [35], which demonstrated that sparsely-
gated mixture-of-experts can dramatically increase model capacity using multi-branch
configuration with only minor losses in computational efficiency.

3 Pixel-wise Attentional Gating

We first describe our design of Pixel-wise Attentional Gating (PAG) unit and its rela-
tion to the ResNet architecture [15]. Then, we elaborate how we exploit the Gumbel
sampling technique to make learning PAG differentiable even when generating binary
masks. Finally we describe how the PAG unit can be used to perform parsimonious in-
ference by (1) selecting the subset of layers in the computational path for each spatial
location, and (2) selecting the correct pooling size at each spatial location.

3.1 Plug-in PAG inside a Residual Block

Consider a block that computes output O using a residual update Z = F(I) to some
input I. To reduce computation, one can learn a gating function G(I) that selects a subset
of spatial locations (pixels) to process conditional on the input. We represent the output
of G as a binary spatial mask G which is replicated along feature channel dimension
as needed to match dimension of O and I. The spatially gated residual update can be
written as:

G =G(I)

O =Ḡ� I + G� (FG(I) + I)

=I + G�FG(I)

(1)

where � is element-wise product, Ḡ = 1 − G, and the notation FG indicates that
we only evaluate F at the locations specified by G. An alternative to spatially varying
computation is for the gating function to predict a single binary value that determines
whether or not the residual is calculated at this layer [23] in which case FG is only
computed if G = 1.

Both pixel-wise and layer-wise gating have the intrinsic limitation that the gating
function G must be evaluated prior to F . To overcome this limitation we integrate the
gating function more carefully within the ResNet block. We demonstrate our approach

1 Results in [24,25] suggest general routing offers better performance than truncating computa-
tion at a particular depth.
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Fig. 2. (a) A standard residual block. (b) Pixel-wise Attentional Gating unit (PAG) integrated into
a residual block. Boxes/arrows denote activations/computations. G is a sparse, binary map that
modulates what processing applied to each spatial location. “�” means the perforated convolu-
tion [34], which assembles only active pixels for computation.

in the equations below, comparing a standard residual block (left) and a PAG residual
block (right) with corresponding illustrations in Fig. 2.

X =F1(I)

Y =F2(X)

Z =F3(Y)

O =I + Z

X =F1(I), G = G(I)

Y =F2
G(X)

Z =F3
G(Ḡ�X + G�Y)

O =I + Z

(2)

The transformation functions F’s consist of convolution, batch normalization [36]
and ReLU [37] layers. As seen from the right set of equations, our design advocates
computing the gating mask on the input I to the current building block in parallel with
X = FX(I). ResNet adopts bottleneck structure so the first transformationF1 performs
dimensionality reduction with a set of 1×1 kernels, F2 utilizes 3×3 kernels, and F3 is
another transform with 1×1 kernels that restores dimensionality. As a result, the most
costly computation is in the second transformation F2 which is mitigated by gating the
computation. We show in our ablation study (Section 5.2) that for per-pixel labeling
tasks, this design outperforms layer-wise gating.

3.2 Learning Discrete Attention Maps

The key to the proposed PAG is the gating function G that produces a discrete (binary)
mask which allows for reduced computation. However, producing the binary mask us-
ing hard thresholding is non-differentiable, and thus cannot be simply incorporated in
CNN where gradient descent is used for training. To bridge the gap, we exploit the
Gumbel-Max trick [27] and its recent continuous relaxation [29,28].

A random variablem follows a Gumbel distribution ifm ≡ − log(− log(u)), where
u is a sample from the uniform distribution u ∼ U [0, 1]. Let g be a discrete random
variable with probabilities P (g = k) ∝ ak, and let {mk}k=1,...,K be a sequence of
i.i.d. Gumbel random variables. Then we can sample from the discrete variable with:

g = argmax
k=1,...,K

(logαk +mk) (3)

The drawback of this approach is that the argmax operation is not continuous when
mapping the Gumbel samples to the realizations of discrete distribution. To address
this issue, a continuous relaxation the Gumbel Sampling Trick, proposed in [29,28],
replaces the argmax operation with a softmax. Using a one-hot vector g = [g1, . . . , gK ]
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to encode g, a sample from the Gumbel softmax relaxation can be expressed by the
vector:

g =softmax((log(α + m))/τ) (4)

where α = [α1, . . . , αK ], m = [m1, . . . ,mK ], and τ is the “temperature” parameter.
In the limit as τ → 0, the softmax function approaches the argmax function and Eq. (4)
becomes equivalent to the discrete sampler. Since the softmax function is differentiable
and m contains i.i.d Gumbel random variables which are independent to input activa-
tion α, we can easily propagate gradients to the probability vector α, which is treated
as the gating mask for a single pixel in the per-pixel labeling tasks.

As suggested in [23], we employ the straight-through version [29] of Eq. (4) during
training. In particular, for the forward pass, we use discrete samples from Eq. (3), but
during the backwards pass, we compute the gradient of the softmax relaxation in Eq. (4).
Based on our empirical observation as well as that reported in [29], such greedy straight-
through estimator performs slightly better than strictly following Eq. (4), even though
there is a mismatch between forward and backward pass. In our work, we initialize
τ = 1 and decrease it to 0.1 gradually during training. We find this works even better
than training with a constant small τ .

3.3 Dynamic Per-Pixel Computation Routing

By stacking multiple PAG residual blocks, we can construct a model in which the subset
of layers used to a compute an output varies for each spatial location based the collection
of binary masks. We allow the user to specify the computational budget in terms of a
target sparsity ρ. For a binary mask G ∈ {0, 1}H×W , we compute the empirical sparsity
g = 1

H∗W
∑H,W

h,w Gh,w (smaller values indicate sparser computation) and measure how
well it matches the target ρ using the KL divergence:

KL(ρ‖g) ≡ ρ log(
ρ

g
) + (1− ρ) log(

1− ρ
1− g ) (5)

To train the model, we jointly minimize the sum of a task-specific loss `task and the
per-layer sparsity loss summed over all layers of interest:

` = `task + λ

L∑
l=1

KL(ρ‖gl) (6)

where l indexes one of L layers which have PAG inserted for parsimonious computation
and λ controls the weight for the constraints. In our experiments we set λ = 10−4

but found performance is stable over a wide range of penalties (λ ∈ [10−5, 10−2]).
To visualize the spatial distribution of computation, we accumulate the binary gating
masks from all to produce a “ponder map”. This reveals that trained models do not
allocate computation uniformly, but instead responds to image content (e.g. focusing
computation on boundaries between objects where semantic labels, depths or surface
normals undergo sharp changes).

An alternative to per-layer sparsity is to compute the total sparsity g = 1
L

∑L
l=1 gl

and penalize g with KL(ρ‖g). However, training in this way does not effectively learn
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Fig. 3. PAG-based MultiPool module learns to select the pooling size for each spatial location so
that contextual information can be better aggregated. This can be implemented efficiently using
perforated convolution [34], denoted by �, which assembles only active pixels for computation
in each pooling branch and thus avoids computing all pooled versions.

dynamic computational paths and results in trivial, non-dynamic solutions, e.g. com-
pletely skipping a subset of layers and always using the remaining ones. Similar phe-
nomenon is reported in [23]. In training models we typically start from a pre-trained
model and insert sparsity constraints layer-by-layer. We found this incremental con-
struction produces better diversity in the PAG computation paths. We also observe that
when targeting reduced computation budget, fine-tuning a model which has already
been trained with larger ρ consistently brings better performance than fine-tuning a
pre-trained model directly with a small ρ.

3.4 Dynamic Spatial Pooling

In pixel-labeling tasks, the ideal spatial support for analyzing a pixel can vary over
the visual field in order to simultaneously maintain fine-grained details and capture
context. This suggests an adaptive pooling mechanism at pixel level, or multi-scale
pooling module (MultiPool) that chooses the appropriate pooling size for each pixel (see
e.g., [5]). Given a collection of P pooled feature maps {Mi}i=1,...,P computed with
different pooling sizes, we can generate a MultiPool feature map O =

∑
i Wi �Mi,

where {Wi}i=1,...,P are spatial selection masks, and� indicates element-wise product
between Wi and each channel of Mi. We utilize the PAG to select the “correct” pooling
region at each spatial location by applying Eq. (4). This MultiPool module, illustrated
in Fig. 3, can be inserted in place of regular pooling with little computational overhead
and learned in a latent manner using the task-specific loss (no additional sparsity loss).

We implement pooling using a set of 3×3-kernels applied at a set of user-specified
dilation rates ([0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10]) [38]. A dilation rate of 0 means the input feature is
simply copied into the output feature map. In our experiments, we observe that only a
small portion of pixels are exactly copied for the final representation without being fed
into any multi-pooling branches. Note that in Fig. 3, a multiplicative gating operation
is shown for clarity, but an efficient implementation would utilize masking to directly
select pixels in a matrix multiplication implementation of the convolutional layers in
GPU or FPGA kernel [39,40]. Our MultiPool module is thus distinct from [5] which
use weighted averages over all intermediate feature activations from all branches for
the final feature representation. Our approach selects a single pooling size for each
pixel and hence does not require overhead of computing all branches.
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4 Implementation and Training

While our PAG unit is agnostic to network architectures, in all our experiments we uti-
lize ResNet [15] pre-trained on ImageNet [41] as the base model. We following [6,5]
and increase the output resolution of ResNet by removing the top global 7×7 pooling
layer and the last two 2×2 pooling layers, replacing them with atrous convolution with
dilation rate 2 and 4, respectively, to maintain a spatial sampling rate. Such a modifica-
tion thus outputs predictions at 1/8 the input resolution. Rather than up-sampling the
output (or downsampling the ground-truth) 8× for benchmarking [6,5], we find it better
to apply a deconvolution layer followed by two or more convolutional layers before the
final output.

We augment the training sets with random left-right flips and random crops with
20-pixel margin and of size divisible by 8. When training the model, we fix the batch
normalization, using the same constant global moments in both training and testing.
This modification does not impact the performance and allows a batch size of one dur-
ing training (a single input image per batch). We use the “poly” learning rate policy [6]
with a base learning rate of 0.0002 scaled as a function of iteration by (1− iter

maxiter )0.9.
We adopt a stage-wise training strategy over all tasks, i.e. training a base model, adding
PAG-based MultiPool, inserting PAG for dynamic computation layer by layer, and fi-
nally decreasing ρ to achieve target computational budget. Since our goal is to explore
computational parsimony in per-pixel labeling tasks, we implement our models without
“bells and whistles”, e.g. no utilization of ensembles, no CRF as post-processing, and no
external training data. We implement our approach using the toolbox MatConvNet [42],
and train using SGD on a single Titan X GPU2.

4.1 Per-Pixel Labeling Vision Tasks

Boundary Detection We train a base model using (binary) logistic loss. Following [2,1,4],
we include four prediction branches at macro residual blocks (denoted by Res 2, 3, 4, 5)
and a fusion branch for training. To handle class imbalance, we utilize a weighted loss
accumulated over the prediction losses given by:

`boundary =
∑
b∈B

(
− β

∑
j∈Y+

log(P (yj = 1|θb))− (1− β)
∑
j∈Y−

log(P (yj = 0|θb))
)

(7)

where b indexes the branches, β = |Y−|/|Y− ∪ Y+|, and Y+ and Y− denote the set
of boundary and non-boundary annotations, respectively. This base model is modeled
after HED [2] and performs similarly.

Semantic Segmentation For semantic segmentation, we train a model using cross-
entropy loss as in [6,5]:

`semantic = −
∑
i

K∑
c

1[yi=c] · log(Ci) (8)

2 As MatConvNet itself does not provide perforated convolution, we release the code and models
implemented with multiplicative gating at https://github.com/aimerykong/Pixel-Attentional-
Gating.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of cosine loss and inverse cosine loss. In-
verse cosine loss has a constant gradient, while the gradient
of the widely used cosine loss decreases as the prediction er-
rors become small, preventing further model refinement.

where Ci is the class prediction (from a softmax transform) at pixel i, and yi is the
ground-truth class label.

Monocular Depth Estimation For monocular depth estimation, we use combined L2

and L1 losses to compare the predicted and ground-truth depth maps D and D̂ on a log
scale:

`depth =
∑
i=1

‖ log(Di)− log(D̂i)‖22 + γ‖ log(Di)− log(D̂i)‖1 (9)

where γ = 2 controls the relative importance of the two losses. This mixed loss pe-
nalizes large errors quadratically (the L2 term) while still assuring a non-vanishing
gradient that continues to drive down small errors (the L1 term). The idea behind our
loss is similar to the reverse Huber loss as used in [8], which can be understood as
concatenation of truncated L2 and L1 loss. However, the reverse Huber loss requires
specifying a hyper-parameter for the boundary between L2 and L1; we find our mixed
loss is robust and performs well with γ ∈ [1, 5].

Surface Normal Estimation To predict surface normals, we insert a final L2 normal-
ization layer so that predicted normals have unit Euclidean length. In the literature,
cosine distance is often used in the loss function to train the model, while performance
metrics for normal estimation measure the angular difference between prediction n and
the target normal n̂ [43,10]. We address this discrepancy by incorporating inverse co-
sine distance along with cosine distance as our objective function:

`normal =
∑
i

−nT
i n̂i + λ cos−1(nT

i n̂i) (10)

where λ controls the importance of the two part and we set λ = 4 throughout our ex-
periments. Fig. 4 compares the curves of the two losses, and we can clearly see that the
inverse cosine loss always produce meaningful gradients, whereas the popular cosine
loss has “vanishing gradient” issue when prediction errors become small (analogous to
the mixed L1/L2 loss for depth).

5 Experiments

To evaluate our method based on PAG, we choose datasets that span a variety of per-
pixel labeling tasks, including boundary detection, semantic segmentation, depth and
surface normal estimation. We first describe the datasets, and then carry out experi-
ments to determine the best architectural configurations to exploit PAG and measure
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compute-performance trade-offs. We then evaluate our best models on standard bench-
marks and show our approach achieves state-of-the-art or competitive performance for
pixel-labeling. Finally, we visualize the attentional maps from MultiPool and ponder
maps, and demonstrate qualitatively that our models pay more “attention” to specific
regions/pixels, especially on boundaries between regions, e.g. semantic segments, and
regions with sharp change of depth and normal.

5.1 Datasets

We utilize the following benchmark datasets.
BSDS500 [44] is the most popular dataset for boundary detection. It provides a standard
split [44,2] of 300 train-val images and 200 test images.
NYUv2 [45] consists of 1,449 RGB-D indoor scene images of the resolution 640 ×
480 which include color and pixel-wise depth obtained by a Kinect sensor. We use the
ground-truth segmentation into 40 classes provided in [46] and a standard train/test split
into 795 and 654 images, respectively. For surface normal estimation, we compute the
normal as target from depth using the method in [45] by fitting least-squares planes to
neighboring sets of points in the point cloud.
Stanford-2D-3D [47] contains 1,559 RGB panoramic images with depths, surface nor-
mal and semantic annotations covering six large-scale indoor areas from three different
buildings. We use area 3 and 4 as a validation set (489 panoramas) and the remaining
four areas for training (1,070 panoramas). The panoramas are very large (2048×4096)
and contain black void regions at top and bottom due to the spherical panoramic topol-
ogy. We rescale them by 0.5 and crop out the central two-thirds (y ∈ [160, 863]) re-
sulting in final images of size 704×2048-pixels. We randomly crop out sub-images of
704×704 resolution for training. Note that the surface normals in panoramic images
are relative to the global coordinate system which cannot be determined from the image
alone. Thus we transformed this global normal into local normal specified relative to
the camera viewing direction (details in appendix). Note that such relative normals are
also useful in scene understanding and reconstruction.
Cityscapes [48] contains high-quality pixel-level annotations of images collected in
street scenes from 50 different cities. We use the standard split of training set (2,975
images) and validation set (500 images) for testing, respectively, labeled for 19 semantic
classes as well as depth obtained by disparity. The images are of high resolution (1024×
2048), and we randomly crop out sub-images of 800×800 resolution during training.

5.2 Analysis of Pixel-wise Attentional Gating

We evaluate different configurations of PAG on the BSDS500 and NYUv2 datasets
for boundary detection and semantic segmentation (similar observations hold on other
tasks, see appendix). The goal of these experiments is to establish:

1. whether our base model is comparable to state-of-the-art methods;
2. where to insert the PAG-based MultiPool module for the best performance;
3. how our PAG-based method for computational parsimony impacts performance,

and how it performs compared with other related methods, e.g. truncated ResNet
and methods learning to skip/drop layers.
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Table 1. Ablation study for where to insert the PAG-based MultiPool module. Experiments are
from boundary detection and semantic segmentation on BSDS500 and NYUv2 dataset, measured
by F -score (Fbnd.) and IoU(IoUseg.) respectively. Numbers are in % (higher is better).

metrics base. Res3 Res4 Res5 Res6 Res4-5 Res3-5 Res4-6 Res5-6 Res3-6
Fbnd. 79.00 79.19 79.19 79.14 — 79.18 79.07 — — —

IoUseg. 42.05 44.13 45.67 46.52 45.99 45.48 44.83 44.97 46.44 44.02

Table 2. Computational parsimony compared with truncated ResNet and models learning to
drop/skip whole layers. Evaluation is performed on NYUv2 dataset for semantic segmentation.

hyper param. FLOPs consumption truncated layer-skipping MP@Res5 (PAG)

ρ 1e10 % IoU acc. IoU acc. IoU acc.
ρ = 0.5 6.29 67.69 36.30 67.36 37.78 67.31 40.89 69.44
ρ = 0.7 8.27 86.20 37.69 67.44 39.84 69.00 43.61 71.41
ρ = 0.9 8.95 93.36 40.29 69.66 41.27 70.01 45.75 72.93
ρ = 1.0 9.63 100.00 — — — — 46.52 73.50

Base models: We train our base models as described in Section 4 without PAG units.
The performance of our base model is on-par with state-of-the-art systems, achieving
IoU=42.05% on NYUv2 for semantic segmentation (RefineNet [49] achieves IoU=44.5
with multi-resolution input), and F = 0.79 on BSDS500 for boundary detection (HED
[2] achieves F = 0.78). More comprehensive comparisons with other related methods
are shown later in Section 5.3.
MultiPool: Table 1 explores the effect of inserting the MultiPool operation at different
layers in the base model. In Table 1, Res6 means that we insert MultiPool module in
the additional convolutional layers above the ResNet50 base. For boundary detection,
we do not initialize more convolutional layers above the backbone, so there is no Res6.
For both tasks, we observe that including a PAG-based MultiPool module improves
performance, but including more than one MultiPool module does not offer further
improvements. We find inserting MultiPool module at second last macro residual block
(Res4 or Res5 depending on task) yields the largest gain.

For semantic segmentation, our MultiPool module also outperforms the weighted
pooling in [5], which uses the same ResNet50 backbone. We conjecture this is due to
three reasons. First, we apply the deconvolutional layer way before the last convolu-
tional layer for softmax input as explained in Section 4.1. This increase resolution that
enables the model to see better the fine details. Additionally, our set of pooling regions
includes finer scales (rather than using powers of 2). Finally, the results in Table 3 show
that PAG with binary masks performs slightly better (IoU=46.5 vs. IoU=46.3) than the
(softmax) weighted average operation used in [5].
Computation-Performance Tradeoffs: Lastly, we evaluate how our dynamic parsi-
monious computation setup impacts performance and compare with other baselines.
We show results on semantic segmentation on NYUv2 dataset in Table 2, comparing
different baselines and our models with MultiPool at macro block Res5, MP@Res5
(PAG) for short, which are trained with different target computational budgets (speci-
fied by ρ). The “truncated” baseline means we simple remove top layers of ResNet to
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Fig. 5. (a) Performance vs. computation budget (controlled by sparsity ρ) for boundary detec-
tion and segmentation tasks, % indicate computational savings relative to non-gated model. (b)
Benchmark comparison of our PAG Multi-pool (MP@Res4) with state-of-the-art methods for
boundary detection.

Fig. 6. Visualization of sparse binary attention maps at each layer for boundary detection, together
with the output and ponder map accumulating all binary maps. PAG-based MultiPool module is
inserted at layer Res4-2, which is not included in the ponder map.

save computation, while “layer-skipping” is an implementation of [23] that learns to
dynamically skip a subset of layer. For fair comparison, we insert MultiPool module at
the top of both baselines. These results clearly suggest that the PAG approach outper-
forms the two baselines, demonstrating that learning dynamic computation path at the
pixel level is helpful for per-pixel labeling tasks.

Fig. 5 (a) shows that as we decrease the computation budget, the performance of the
PAG-based method degrades gracefully even as the amount of computation is scaled
back to 70%, merely inducing 2.4% performance degradation (F score of 0.773 com-
pared to the full model F = 0.792). Table 2 highlights the comparison to truncation
and layer-skipping models adjusted to match the same computational budget as PAG.
For these approaches, performance decays much more sharply with decreasing budget.
These results also highlight that the target sparsity parameter ρ provides tight control
over the actual average computation of the model.

Fig. 6 shows example binary masks at each layer for boundary detection (more
results can be found in the appendix), as well as the final output and ponder map which
shows cumulative computation per pixel. We observe qualitatively that the model learns
to allocate more computation around boundaries, which aligns well with how humans
perform boundary annotation.

5.3 Comprehensive Benchmark Comparison

We now compare our models under different degrees of computational parsimony (ρ =
0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0) with other state-of-the-art systems for pixel labeling.
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NYUv2 [45] Stanford-2D-3D [47] Cityscapes [45]

methods/metrics IoU pixel acc. IoU pixel acc. IoU iIoU
baseline 42.1 71.1 79.5 92.1 73.8 54.7
MP@Res5 (w-Avg.) 46.3 73.4 83.7 93.6 75.8 56.9
MP@Res5 (PAG) 46.5 73.5 83.7 93.7 75.7 55.8
MP@Res5 (ρ = 0.9) 45.8 72.9 82.8 93.3 75.0 55.4
MP@Res5 (ρ = 0.7) 43.6 71.4 82.4 93.2 72.6 55.1
MP@Res5 (ρ = 0.5) 40.9 69.4 81.8 92.9 70.8 53.2
PerspectiveParsing [5] 44.5 72.1 76.5 91.0 75.4 56.8
DeepLab [6] — — 69.8† 88.0† 71.4 51.6
LRR [55] — — — — 70.0 48.0
PSPNet [56] — — 67.4† 87.6† 78.7 60.4
RefineNet-Res50 [49] 43.8 — — — — —
RefineNet-Res152 [49] 46.5 73.6 — — — —

Table 3. Semantic segmentation is mea-
sured by Intersection over Union (IoU),
pixel accuracy (acc), and iIoU that lever-
ages the size of segments w.r.t categories.
Results marked by † are from our trained
models with the released code.

Taking boundary detection as the first task, we quantitatively compare our model to
COB [1], HED [2], LEP [50], UCM [44], NCuts [51], EGB [52], MCG [53] and the
mean shift (MShift) algorithm [54]. Fig. 5 (b) shows comparison to all the methods (PR
curves in appendix), demonstrating our model achieves state-of-the-art performance.
Note that our model has the same backbone architecture of HED [2], but outperforms
it with our MultiPool module which increases receptive fields at higher levels. Our
model performs on par with COB [1], which uses auxiliary losses for oriented boundary
detection. Note that it is possible to surpass human performance with sophisticated
techniques [3], but we don’t pursue this as it is out the scope of this paper.

Table 3, 4 and 5 show the comprehensive comparisons on the tasks of semantic
segmentation, monocular depth and surface normal estimation, respectively. In addi-
tion to comparing with state-of-the-art methods, we also show the result of MultiPool
module with softmax weighted average operation, termed by MP@Res5 (w-Avg.). Inter-
estingly, MultiPool performs slightly better when equipped with PAG than the weighted
average fusion. We attribute this to the facts that, longer training has been done in the
stage-wise training strategy, and PAG unit also constrains the information flow to train
specific branches.

Our baseline model achieves performance on par with recent methods for all tasks.
When inserting the MultiPool module, we improve even further and surpass the com-
pared methods for most tasks and datasets. In particular, on datasets with large perspec-
tive images, i.e. Stanford-2D-3D and Cityscapes, the MultiPool module shows greater
improvement. Reducing the computation 20-30% only yields a performance drop of
3-5% across most tasks and benchmarks.

For depth and surface normal estimation tasks, our baseline models also perform
very well. This is notable since we don’t leverage multi-task learning (unlike Eigen [13])
and do not use extra images to augment training set (unlike most methods for depth es-
timation using∼100k extra images to augment the training set as shown in Table 4). We
attribute this to the combination of the proposed PAG MultiPool and carefully designed
losses for depth and surface normal estimation.

5.4 Qualitative Visualization

We visualize the prediction and attentional maps in Fig. 7 for the four datasets, respec-
tively. As we notice that the binary attention maps are similar w.r.t sparse property, we
squeeze over macro building blocks (Res) the attention maps for visualization, as well
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NYUv2 [45] Stanford-2D-3D [47] Cityscapes [45]

methods/metric (δ < τ ) 1.25 1.252 1.253 1.25 1.252 1.253 1.25 1.252 1.253

baseline 71.1 93.2 98.5 73.1 92.1 97.5 29.0 53.8 75.8
MP@Res5 (w-Avg.) 74.5 94.4 98.8 77.5 94.1 97.9 33.7 65.9 76.9
MP@Res5 (PAG) 75.1 94.4 98.8 77.6 94.1 97.9 34.6 66.2 77.2
MultiPool (ρ = 0.9) 74.5 94.4 98.8 77.3 93.9 97.8 34.5 65.7 76.9
MultiPool (ρ = 0.7) 71.0 93.3 98.5 75.4 92.8 97.6 32.0 63.5 75.8
MultiPool (ρ = 0.5) 67.3 91.0 97.7 72.7 91.3 97.1 28.7 58.7 71.6
Liu [8] 61.4 88.3 97.1 — — — — — —
Ladicky∗ [57] 54.2 82.9 94.0 — — — — — —
Eigen∗ [10] 61.4 88.8 97.2 — — — — — —
Eigen∗ [13] 76.9 95.0 98.8 — — — — — —
Laina∗ [8] 81.1 95.3 98.8 — — — — — —

Table 4. Depth estimation is
measured by standard threshold
accuracy, i.e. the percentage (%)
of predicted pixel depths di s.t.
δ = max( di

d̂i
, d̂i
di

) < τ , where

τ = {1.25, 1.252, 1.253}.
Methods with ∗ use ∼100k extra
images to train.

NYUv2 [45] Stanford-2D-3D [47]

methods/metrics ang. err.↓ 11.25◦ 22.50◦ 30.00◦ ang. err.↓ 11.25◦ 22.50◦ 30.00◦
baseline 22.3 34.4 62.5 74.4 19.0 51.5 68.6 76.3
MP@Res5 (w-Avg.) 21.9 35.9 63.8 75.3 16.5 58.2 74.2 80.4
MP@Res5 (PAG) 21.7 36.1 64.2 75.5 16.5 58.3 74.2 80.4
MP@Res5 (ρ = 0.9) 21.9 35.9 63.9 75.4 16.7 57.5 73.7 80.1
MP@Res5 (ρ = 0.7) 22.5 34.7 62.5 74.1 17.0 56.5 73.1 79.7
MP@Res5 (ρ = 0.5) 23.6 31.9 59.7 71.8 17.7 54.7 71.4 78.5
Fouhey [43] 35.3 16.4 36.6 48.2 — — — —
Ladicky [58] 35.5 24.0 45.6 55.9 — — — —
Wang [11] 28.8 35.2 57.1 65.5 — — — —
Eigen [13] 22.2 38.6 64.0 73.9 — — — —

Table 5. Surface normal esti-
mation is measured by mean
angular error and the per-
centage of prediction er-
ror within t◦ degree where
t = {11.25, 22.50, 30.00}.
Smaller ang. err. mean better
performance as marked by ↓.

as the overall ponder map. From the figures, we can see our models allocate more com-
putation on the regions/pixels which are likely the sharp change region, e.g. boundary
between semantic segments, regions between two depth layer, places around normal
changes like between wall and ceiling.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have studied the problem of parsimonious inference for pixel labeling
tasks under limited computation budget with a deep CNN network. To achieve this, we
propose a Pixel-wise Attentional Gating unit (PAG) that learns to generate sparse bi-
nary masks that control computation at each layer on a per-pixel basis. Our approach
differs from previous approaches in demonstrating improved performance on pixel la-
beling tasks using spatially varying computation trained with simple task-specific loss.
This makes our approach a good candidate for general use as it is task and architecture
agnostic and avoids more complicated reinforcement learning-style approaches, instead
relying a simple, easy-to-set sparsity target that correlates closely with empirical com-
putational cost. While our PAG is based on a generic attention mechanism, we anticipate
future work might explore further improvements that integrate task-driven constraints
to achieve further savings.
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Fig. 7. Visualization of semantic segmentation, monocular depth and surface normal estimation
over the three datasets. Besides the overall ponder map, we also show the partial ponder map for
each macro residual block by squeezing the sparse binary attentional maps. Random images are
chosen from the three datasets, and results are warped for visualization.
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Pixel-wise Attentional Gating for Parsimonious Pixel Labeling
(Appendix)

Abstract. In the supplementary material, we first present in detail how to trans-
form the (unpredictable) global surface normals into (predictable) local normals
in panoramic images. We then show more ablation studies on the loss functions
introduced in the main paper and MultiPool module with/without PAG unit. Fi-
nally, we provide more qualitative visualization of the results for various pixel-
labeling tasks, as well as the attentional ponder maps and MultiPool maps.

1 Local Surface Normal in Panoramas

Fig. 8. An illustration of how to transform global normals into local normals specified relative
to the camera viewing direction. Global normals in Stanford-2D-3D dataset [47] are in Earth-
Centered-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinate system.

Stanford-2D-3D [47] provides cylindrical panoramas with global surface normals,
which are in a global Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed coordinate system (ECEF). For ex-
ample, the normals for a wall have the same direction pointing to the true north. How-
ever, such global coordinate system is impossible to determine from a single image, and
thus the global normals are unpredictable purely based on panoramic image data alone.
For this reason, we propose to transform the global normals into “local normals” which
are relative to the camera viewing direction. We note that such a predictability makes
relative normals more useful in scene understanding and reconstruction.

For a cylindrical panorama, we assume the vertical axis of the panorama is aligned
with the global coordinate frame. Given a global normal at a pixel n = [x, y, z]T , we
can apply a rotation matrix R in the horizontal plane (x and y) to obtain its local normal
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Fig. 9. We draw the color bands on global normal maps to indicate points of the wall within
these bands can be treated as canonical points, whose normals exactly face towards the camera.
For a human annotator, these points can be easily detected by looking at the shape of the room.
Our interface allows an annotator to click a point supposedly within any one of the bands, and
through the coordinate transform, such global normals can be transformed into predictable, rel-
ative normals. The rightmost pie chart provides reference on the local surface normal relative to
the camera viewing direction.

[x′, y′, z]T in the “camera viewing” coordinate system:x
′

y′

z

 =

[
R,0
0, 1

]xy
z

 (11)

where z is the variable for vertical direction.
We would like to determine the appropriate rotation matrices for all pixels where

each pixel has its own rotation matrix which is controlled by a single signed angle
parameter θ. For a cylindrical panorama, the relative difference in viewing direction
between two image locations is completely specified by their horizontal separation in
image coordinates. Therefore, to determine the set of rotations, we simply need to spec-
ify an origin for which the rotation is θ = 0, i.e., a canonical point whose surface normal
points exactly to the camera. Given the rotation matrix for the canonical point, the ro-
tation angle for remaining points can be calculated as 2π4W

W , where W is the width of
panorama and4W is the offset from the target pixel to the canonical pixel (with sign).
Fig. 8 illustrates the principle behind our methodology.

We note that it is straightforward to identify canonical points manually by choosing
a flat vertical surface (e.g., a wall) and selecting the point on it which is nearest to the
camera (e.g. shape of panoramic topology). An automated method can be built with
the same rule based on semantic annotation and depth map. However, the automated
method may suffer from cluttered scene (e.g. boards and bookcase on the wall), yet
such manual annotation enables us to visualize what the local normals would look like
if we clicked the “wrong” points3. From the three random panoramic images as shown
in Fig. 9, we can see such canonical points lie in the color bands (manually drawn for

3 Clicking on the “wrong” points will leads to some normals pointing outwards the camera.
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Fig. 10. Precision-Recall curves on boundary detection on BSDS500 dataset. (a) Ablation study.
(b) Comparison with state-of-the-art methods.

demonstration) noted in the figure. They are easy to detect by eye based on the warp-
ing effect due to panoramic topology. We made an easy-to-use tool to click a canonical
point for each panoramic image. Fig. 9 demonstrates the resulting transformed normals
after an annotator has clicked on some point in the color band. We note that annotating
each panoramic image costs less than 5 seconds, and it required less than three hours to
carefully annotate all 1,559 panoramas in the dataset. We also compare the annotation
when clicking on different canonical points (at different color bands) for the same im-
age, and the maximum difference of normals for all spatial locations is only less than 8◦

degree. This means the annotation is easy and robust. We will release to public all the
transformed local surface normals as an extension to Stanford-2D-3D dataset, as well
as our interactive tool for annotation.

2 Further Analysis of Loss Functions and MultiPool Module

In this section, we describe further analysis on the architectural choices of where to
insert the MultiPool module, as well as new loss functions introduced in our main paper.
We conduct experiments on BSDS500 [44] and NYUv2 [13] datasets for boundary
detection, depth and surface normal estimation, to complement the analysis in the main
paper.

2.1 Boundary Detection on BSDS500 Dataset

In Fig. 10, we show the precision-recall curves for boundary detection on BSDS500
dataest [44]. First, Fig. 10 (a) summarizes our ablation study on where to insert the
MultiPool module to obtain the largest performance gain. We observe that the best
performance is achieved when the MultiPool module is inserted at the fourth macro
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Table 6. Ablation study of where to insert the MultiPool module to obtain the largest perfor-
mance gain for monocular depth estimation on NYUv2 dataset. All models are evaluated over
the standard split of NYUv2 dataset, with L2 loss only, and with softmax weighted average in
the MultiPool module. The performance is measured by standard threshold accuracy, i.e. the per-
centage of predicted pixel depths di s.t. δ = max( di

d̂i
, d̂i
di

) < τ , where τ = {1.25, 1.252, 1.253}.

metrics base. MP@Res3 MP@Res4 MP@Res5 MP@Res6 MP@Res3-4 MP@Res5-6
1.25 0.711 0.721 0.726 0.737 0.725 0.726 0.726
1.252 0.932 0.935 0.939 0.939 0.936 0.938 0.939
1.253 0.985 0.986 0.986 0.986 0.985 0.986 0.985

Table 7. Ablation study of loss functions and PAG unit for monocular depth estimation on
NYUv2 dataset. Our MP@Res5 model is the base model, unless specified, all the models are
trained with softmax weighted average in the MultiPool module. The performance is mea-
sured by standard threshold accuracy, i.e. the percentage of predicted pixel depths di s.t. δ =

max( di
d̂i
, d̂i
di

) < τ , where τ = {1.25, 1.252, 1.253}.

metrics L2 loss L1 loss L1+L2 loss L1+L2 loss (PAG)
1.25 0.737 0.743 0.745 0.751
1.252 0.939 0.942 0.944 0.944
1.253 0.986 0.987 0.988 0.988

building block (Res4), i.e. the second last macro block or the Resnet50 architecture.
This supports our conclusion that MultiPool inserted at the second last macro building
block leads to the largest performance gain.

Moreover, based on the “MultiPool@Res4” model, we gradually insert PAG units
for parsimonious inference, and decrease the hyper-parameter ρwhich controls the spar-
sity degree of binary masks (the sparser the masks are, the more parsimonious constraint
is imposed). In particular, note that ρ = 0.5 means ∼30% computation has been saved,
at which point our model achieves F = 0.773, only degrading by 2.4% performance.
This shows that the ResNet50 model has sufficient capacity for boundary detection,
and more parsimonious constraint does not harm the performance too much. Perhaps
due to this reason, the MultiPool module does not improve performance remarkably for
boundary detection.

Finally, by comparing to state-of-the-art methods as shown in Fig. 10 (b), we note
our “MultiPool@Res4” model outperforms HED [2] which shares the same architecture
but without MultiPool module, and performs similarly with COB [1] which further
exploits auxiliary loss for oriented boundary detection. This validates that the PAG-
based MultiPool module improves performance by providing each pixel the “correct”
size of pooling field.

2.2 Monocular Depth Estimation on NYUv2 Dataset

We provide complementary ablation study on the task of monocular depth estimation
on NYUv2 dataset.

First, we study where to insert the MultiPool module to obtain the largest perfor-
mance gain. We train our base model using L2 loss function only, and insert the Multi-
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Table 8. Ablation study of the loss functions for surface normal estimation over NYUv2 dataset.
Performance is measured by mean angular error (ang. err.) and the portion of prediction error
within t◦ degree where t = {11.25, 22.50, 30.00}. Smaller ang. err. means better performance
as marked by ↓.

metrics cosine distance (−nT n̂) inverse cosine (cos−1 nT n̂) cosine and inverse cosine
ang. err.↓ 23.3462 23.1191 22.7170
11.25◦ 0.3163 0.3279 0.3382
22.50◦ 0.5995 0.6093 0.6195
30.00◦ 0.7240 0.7302 0.7383

Table 9. Ablation study of at which layer to insert MultiPool module (with softmax weighted
average, w-Avg.) for surface normal estimation on NYUv2 dataset. Performance is measured
by mean angular error (ang. err.) and the portion of prediction error within t◦ degree where
t = {11.25, 22.50, 30.00}. Smaller ang. err. means better performance as marked by ↓.

metrics base. MP@Res3 MP@Res4 MP@Res5 MP@Res6 MP@Res3-4 MP@Res3-5
ang. err.↓ 22.7170 21.9951 22.5506 21.9556 22.1661 22.5183 22.5051

11.25◦ 0.3382 0.3560 0.3366 0.3567 0.3514 0.3375 0.3389
22.50◦ 0.6195 0.6362 0.6188 0.6374 0.6323 0.6198 0.6209
30.00◦ 0.7383 0.7514 0.7386 0.7526 0.7482 0.7392 0.7394

Pool module (without PAG but the softmax weighted average operation) at each macro
building block one by one. We list the performance of these models in Table 6. From the
table, we observe that no matter where to insert the MultiPool module, it consistently
improves the performance; while when MultiPool module is inserted at Res5, which is
the second last macro building block, we obtain the largest performance gain. These ob-
servations, along with what reported in the main paper, support our conclusion that one
is able to get the best performance when inserting the MultiPool module at the second
last macro building block of a ResNet model.

Then, we study the loss function mixing L1 and L2 as introduced in the main
paper. We train the models with MultiPool module inserted at the fifth macro block
(MP@Res5), using different loss functions, and report the results in Table 7. It’s clear
to see the mixed L1 and L2 loss leads to the best performance, especially on the met-
ric of < 1.25, focusing on the range of small prediction errors where L2 loss alone
is unable to provide a meaningful gradient. Moreover, we compare the model between
PAG-based MultiPool and that based on softmax weighted average operation in Ta-
ble 7. Again, our PAG-based MultiPool not only outperforms the weighted-average
MultiPool, but also maintains computation as well as memory storage because of the
perforated convolution (selecting spatial locations to compute).

2.3 Surface Normal Estimation on NYUv2 Dataset

Similar to the ablation study for monocular depth estimation task, we study firstly how
the proposed loss function improves performance, then where to insert the MultiPool
module for the best performance, and lastly performance comparison between PAG-
based and weighted-average MultiPool.
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Table 10. Comparison of MultiPool module with PAG and softmax weighted average (w-
Avg.) over surface normal estimation on NYUv2 dataset. Performance is measured by mean
angular error (ang. err.) and the portion of prediction error within t◦ degree where t =
{11.25, 22.50, 30.00}. Smaller ang. err. means better performance as marked by ↓.

metrics MP@Res3 (w-Avg.) MP@Res3 (PAG) MP@Res5 (w-Avg.) MP@Res5 (PAG)
ang. err.↓ 21.9951 21.9793 21.9556 21.9226

11.25◦ 0.3560 0.3591 0.3567 0.3587
22.50◦ 0.6362 0.6396 0.6374 0.6384
30.00◦ 0.7514 0.7523 0.7526 0.7532

In Table 8, we compare the results from models trained with different loss functions.
We can see the combination of cosine distance loss and the inverse cosine loss achieves
the best performance. From the table, we clearly see that the improvement on metric
11.25◦ is more remarkable, which focuses on small prediction errors. This is because,
as analyzed in the main paper, the combined loss function provides meaningful gradient
“everywhere”, whereas the cosine distance loss alone has “vanishing gradient” issue
when the prediction errors become small.

We then study where to insert the MultiPool module to get the best performance
in Table 9. Note that, in this ablation study, we didn’t use PAG for binary masks,
but instead using weighted average based on softmax operator. Consistent to previ-
ous discovery, when inserting MultiPool at the second last macro block, we achieve the
best performance. In Table 10, we compare the results with PAG-based MultiPool and
weighted-average MultiPool. We conclude with consistent observation that PAG unit
does not harm the performance compared to the softmax weighted average fusion, but
instead achieves better performance with the same computation overhead, thanks to the
perforated convolution.

3 More Qualitative Visualization

In this section, we visualize more results of boundary detection, semantic segmenta-
tion, monocular depth estimation and surface normal estimation, over the four datasets
used in the paper, BSDS500 (Fig. 11), NYUv2 (Fig. 12), Stanford-2D-3D (Fig. 13) and
Cityscapes (Fig. 14). In the figures, we show the ponder map for each macro building
block, as well as the overall ponder map. From these ponder maps, we can see our
model learns to dynamically allocate computation at different spatial location, primar-
ily expending more computation on the regions/pixels which are regions with sharp
changes, e.g. boundary between semantic segments, regions between two depth layer,
locations around normal changes like between wall and ceiling.
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Fig. 11. Visualization on BSDS500 dataset [44] of sparse binary attention maps at each layer
for boundary detection, together with the output and ponder map accumulating all binary maps.
PAG-based MultiPool module is inserted at layer Res4-2, which is not included in the ponder
map.

Fig. 12. Visualization on NYUv2 dataset [13] for semantic segmentation, depth estimation and
surface normal estimation. Besides the overall ponder map, we also show the partial ponder map
for each macro residual block by summing the sparse binary attentional maps. The MultiPool
binary masks are not included in the ponder maps.
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Fig. 13. Visualization on Stanford2D3D [47] for semantic segmentation, depth estimation and
surface normal estimation. Besides the overall ponder map, we also show the partial ponder map
for each macro residual block by summing the sparse binary attentional maps. The MultiPool
binary masks are not included in the ponder maps.

Fig. 14. Visualization on Cityscapes dataset [48] for semantic segmentation and depth estima-
tion. Besides the overall ponder map, we also show the partial ponder map for each macro resid-
ual block by summing the sparse binary attentional maps. The MultiPool binary masks are not
included in the ponder maps.
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